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I N HAITI RELIGIONS ARE RARELY UNDERSTOOD to be autonomous
from one another. It is not unusual for seemingly disparate mythological
systems to coexist not only across the Haitian landscape, but also within
individual Haitian practice. Given Haiti's peculiar history, it is perfectly
reasonable to most Haitians that they attend a Vodou ceremony on Sat-
urday evening and a Catholic mass or Protestant sacrament on Sunday
morning. In this often chaotic coexistence, "magic exists with reason,
history with myth, [and] the epic sound of the bugle with that of the rit-
ual drumbeat." Thus, in Haiti, the question of culture and specifically
cultural identity locates itself in the "in-between" spaces of dominant re-
ligious and cultural practices. Postcolonial theorist Homi Bhabha iden-
tifies these same spaces as belonging to the "beyond" where "beyond is
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neither a new horizon, nor a leaving behind of the past, [but] a moment
of transit where space and time cross to produce complex figures of dif-
ference and identity, past and present, inside and outside, inclusion and
exclusion." In other words, religious (and thus cultural) identity in
Haiti emerges as a malleable, often paradoxical process susceptible to
the barrage of influences that a postcolonial world affords. But what
does such a reality signify for LDS missionaries who enter such a land-
scape and for the Haitians who investigate the Church?

Operating from Joseph Smith's 1833 edict that "every man shall
hear the fulness of the gospel in his own tongue, and in his own lan-
guage" (D&C 90:11), LDS missionaries have entered Haiti with the pur-
pose of encouraging Haitians to join the Mormon Church. Despite the
necessity of foreign language mastery, missionaries across the world pro-
ceed with missionary work that is remarkably uniform in practice. It
matters little where the mission office is located; the mission manuals
and accompanying lessons remain the same. For individuals raised in an
environment where truth is absolute and religious practice is a direct re-
flection of that ontological position, such an approach to missionary
work is hardly problematic. But for the Haitian investigator who is accus-
tomed to piecing together parts of differing mythologies to create an of-
ten highly personalized cosmology such uniformity begs to be chal-
lenged.

Some observers have suggested that a strict conformity to the stan-
dard missionary lesson is not always desirable. For example, Spencer J.
Palmer and Roger B. Keller maintain that "members of the Church must
decide from a tactical point whether the evangelical mission of the
Church can be accomplished more effectively by emphasizing the diabolic
nature of the similarities between the gospel and the native faiths or by
emphasizing the common heritage of the pre-earth life, the influence of
the Light of Christ, the partially accurate deposit of faith and truth from
ancient times and so forth."

Unfortunately, this debate whether native religions are diabolic or
merely imperfect is largely relegated to academic circles and has had little
impact on actual missionary practice. What prevails, then, is an approach

2. Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (New York: Routledge, 1991), 1.
3. Spencer J. Palmer and Roger R. Keller, Religions of the World: A Latter-day
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to religious practice that can often neglect the contextual and cultural nu-
ances that new members (in this case, Haitian members) of the Church
bring, not only to the missionary lessons, but also to their newly chosen
religious identities. In crafting their new religious identities, many Hai-
tian Mormons ignore Mormonism's claim of absolute truth; instead, they
borrow only what appeals to them and add it to already existing patterns
of belief and behavior.

In this article, I examine the relationship Haitian Mormons have
created with the LDS Church. Informed by notes taken in the field, I ar-
gue that Haitian Mormons simultaneously emerge as both conformist
Church members enacting proper LDS behavior and as subversive per-
formers who take from Mormonism only what they need to best craft
their individual designs for living.

Mormonism Comes to Haiti
In comparison to other religions found in Haiti (Vodou, Catholi-

cism, various Protestant denominations), the Mormon Church has ex-
isted there for a very short time. In 1977, Alexandre Mourra, a prominent
Haitian businessman of Jewish-Arabic descent, wrote to the Florida Fort
Lauderdale Mission president, Richard L. Millet, requesting baptism and
a Book of Mormon. In July, Mourra traveled to Fort Lauderdale where
he was baptized and ordained a priest. A year later, Millet and his counsel-
ors presided over a group baptism of twenty-two Haitians whom Mourra
had introduced to the gospel, in Hatte-Maree, north of Port-au-Prince, on
July 2, 1978.

The first four missionaries arrived in June 1980 and achieved mod-
erate success as more French-speaking elders arrived in Haiti from the mis-
sions in Paris and Montreal. The first missionary called from Haiti,

4. This article is based on research and fieldwork completed in 1999. Al-
though I provide some updating at the end of this article, the analysis here gener-
ally applies to the first two decades of Mormonism in Haiti and more specifically
to the period of my 1995-99 visits to that country. I make no claim that expres-
sions of Mormonism (or of any other new religion) would remain unchanged in
Haiti with the passage of time and the maturing of LDS institutions there. What I
offer is a Mormon illustration of a fairly common process occurring in the early
years of new religions when they are imported into "exotic" settings.

5. Elizabeth VanDenBerghe, "Beginnings: A Church of One," Ensign,
March 1991, 37.
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Fritzner Joseph, served in Puerto Rico (1981-83). On April 17, 1983,
Haiti was officially dedicated "for the preaching of the Gospel and the
building up of the Kingdom of God." It became part of the newly orga-
nized West Indians Mission on June 20, 1983, under the direction of Ken-
neth Zabriskie, former Fort Lauderdale Florida Mission president. The
Haiti Port-au-Prince Mission was created August 4, 1984, with James S.
Arrigona as president.

By 1986 Haiti numbered 1,685 members of the Church and 14
branches. Of its seventy-six full-time missionaries, twenty-eight were
Haitian. By 1991, the Church had grown to 3,500 members and 18
branches. Full-time missionaries numbered 140 but only 26 of them
were Haitian. Although the Church was growing, it suffered many
losses in 1991. Due to political instability and near-daily riots, the Amer-
ican elders were evacuated (the sister missionaries had been evacuated
ten months earlier), and Fritzner Joseph served as acting mission presi-
dent.

When foreign missionaries returned in July 1996 under
the direction of Harold Bodon, missionary efforts began with renewed
vigor. On September 21, 1997, Church membership had reached a level
to allow the creation of the Port-au-Prince Stake, Haiti's first, with an es-
timated 5,300 members. This stake included the Carrefour,
Carrefour-Feuilles, Centrale, Delmas, Haut-Delmas, Martissant, and
Petionville wards and the Croix-des-Bouquets and Croix-des-Missions

Q

branches. By November 1998, this number had grown to 6,000 mem-
bers, with only forty-eight missionaries serving in Haiti—thirty-two (two
thirds) of them Haitian.

Despite these growing numbers, the LDS Church has had
to face an interesting and prevailing stereotype held by many Haitians,

6. "Haitian Mission Chronology," in Haitian Mission Site, retrieved June
29, 1999, from http://www.greatbasin.net/~networth/haiti/misshist/htm.

7. Ibid.
8. "Late-Breaking News," Haiti Mission Site, retrieved June 29, 1999, from

http://www.greatbasin.net/~networthAait/latest.htm. By the end of 2003, a
second stake was created in Port-au-Prince and total LDS membership in Haiti had
passed 10,000.

9. Sister Miller, wife of Donald Miller, the mission president, interviewed
November 10,1998, Petionville Ward, Petionville, Haiti. Unless otherwise noted,
all interviews are in my field notebooks, organized by date.
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that the Church and the Central Intelligence Agency, or CIA, are one and
the same. This opinion was expressed, if not believed, by the majority of
Haitians I met during my fieldwork. Both Mormons and non-Mormons
were aware of this belief. On only the third day of my stay in Haiti, a dear,
trusted advisor who also happens to be a houngan (Vodou priest), when I
told him that many of my informants had said the Mormon Church was
connected to the CIA and asked if he had heard this claim before, re-
sponded: "Oh, yes. Those people are spreading all over my country.
Damn CIA!"10

Montina Michelet, a single man now in his thirties and a budding
import/export entrepreneur, had been baptized in April 1998. He con-
fided that Mormonism was not well liked in his country. He explained
that many of his neighbors told him regularly that the CIA sends agents
to Haiti disguised as Mormon missionaries. In fact, many Haitians be-
lieve that to join the Mormon Church is to "sell out to the
CIA." Closer to home, Montina's grandfather, a houngan in Jeremie,
admonished Montina every time he saw him: "Mormonism is a bad reli-
gion. Why are you going there, Montina? Mormons don't serve God,
they serve the CIA." When the woman who ran the guesthouse in
Petionville where I stayed part of the time asked what I was researching
in Haiti and I explained, she responded, "The Mormon Church is with
the CIA, you know."

Yet despite this widely held negative belief, Haitians are joining the
LDS Church in record numbers. Further, as my fieldwork illustrates,
Haitians are not merely mimicking behavior exhibited at Sunday ser-
vices; rather, they are actively engaged in crafting performances that
showcase a malleable understanding of Mormonism and its tenets. How-
ever, before providing examples, it is important to address the concepts
of performance and critical ethnography that are central to the thesis of
this article.

10. Marcel ("Papa") Wah, interviewed September 19, 1998, en route to
Leogane, Port-au-Prince, Haiti.

11. Montina Michelet, interviewed September 30,1998, Petionville, Haiti.
12. Ibid., October 2, 1998.
13. Name withheld (daughter-in-law of the owner of Ife Guesthouse), inter-

viewed October 25, 1998, Petionville, Haiti.
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Critical Ethnography and Performance
My analysis is guided by concepts from critical ethnography, a

subdiscipline of modern cultural studies derived from classical anthro-
pology. Basic to this perspective is the concept that the human body it-
self can be understood partly as an outcome of culture. The body (in-
cluding the mind with its concepts and emotions) is not only physical
but is a receptacle containing and expressing all the traits and products
acquired from the surrounding culture. Religion is one of these prod-
ucts; and in Haiti, religion (including Mormonism) goes far beyond
forms of spirituality to express economic institutions and values, such as
social class and the aspirations for upward social mobility introduced by
Western intervention.

Alternatively one might be said to wear or use the body as a "costume"
on which has been inscribed language, religion, class, gender, ethnicity, and
other cultural products. We see here a convergence with critical feminist
theory, including Simone de Beauvoir's notion that "one is not born a
woman but rather becomes one." Yet, in this same sense, the body is al-
ways a work in progress, never entirely finished, with the capacity to manip-
ulate and stylize the cultural inscriptions as they are received. From this pro-
cess emerges an identity that enables a person to inhabit and perform ap-
propriately in various social categories and situations.

Performance then becomes an important concept in the analysis that
follows. To some extent "an essentially contested concept" because of its
variable definitions among the social sciences, the term as I use it here de-
notes simply the act of doing or expressing—thus, as more or less synony-

14. Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, translated by E. M. Parshley (New
York: Vintage, 1973), 301. See also Judith Butler, Gender Trouble (New York:
Routledge, 1990); Helene Cixous, "The Laugh of the Medusa," in Feminisms, ed-
ited by Robyn R. Warhol and Diane Price Herndl (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers
University Press, 1997), 347-62; Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman,
translated by Gillian C. Gill (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1985); Julia
Kristeva, "Women's Time," Feminisms, 860-79; Toril Moi, Sexual/Textual Politics
(London: Routledge, 1985); Michel Foucault, "Technologies of the Self," in Tech-
nologies of the Self: A Seminar with Michel Foucault, edited by L. H. Martin et al.
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1988), 16-49.
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mous with "physical expression." Performance also implies, however,
comparison and interaction with an imagined ideal in the "doing."
Where Mormonism is concerned, the question is: How do Haitians do
Mormonism? And how do their religious performances compare to the
larger backdrop of Mormon expectations? The short answer is that Hai-
tians do Mormonism on their own terms. Yet "patterns of social perfor-
mance are not . . . [entirely] . . . prescripted by the culture, but are con-
stantly constructed, negotiated, reformed, fashioned, and organized out
of scraps of 'recipe knowledge.'" In a practical sense, therefore, perfor-
mances are socially constructed products of "recipe knowledge"—i.e., in-
gredients known and available to the performers. Cultural identities and
their accompanying performances are individually created or pieced
together such that no two are exactly alike.

Understood in this way, performance converges nicely with the con-
cept of bricolage, a term widely used by French anthropologists, most nota-
bly Claude Levi-Strauss. The performer thus becomes a bricoleur, "adept at
performing a large number of diverse tasks. . . . His universe of instru-
ments is closed and the rules of his game are always to make do with 'what-
ever is at hand,' that is to say, with a set of tools and materials which is al-

17
ways finite and . . . heterogeneous." The bricoleur thus becomes a mas-
ter at selectively crafting a performance from various sources. What
emerges is a patchwork that often does not resemble the component
pieces. Such a performance also carries the potential to subvert the very
culture from which it has chosen its goods.

It is important to note here that bricolage differs somewhat from the
idea of syncretism, a term perhaps more often applied to the general pro-
cess of blending two seemingly discrepant ideological sys-

15. Mary Strine, Beverly Long, and Mary Hopkins, "Research in Interpre-
tation and Performance Studies: Trends, Issues, Priorities," Speech Communica-
tion: Essays to Commemorate the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Speech
Communication Association, edited by Gerald Phillips and Julia Wood (Carbon-
dale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1990), 183.

16. Marvin Carlson, Performance: A Critical Introduction (New York:
Routledge, 1996), 49.

17. Claude Levi-Strauss, The Savage Mind (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1966), 17.
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terns. Syncretism implies a more wholesale merger of entire traditions,
often at the institutional level. Certainly within Haiti syncretism exists,
just not in reference to Mormonism. Take, for example, the case of Ca-
tholicism in Haiti. Decreed in 1685 in the French colonial document Le
Code Noir, Catholicism was the mandated religion of Saint Domingue
(present-day Haiti). All Haitians, free and slave, were, by law, to be bap-
tized into this religion. Haitian slaves, forced to adopt a foreign religion
under penalty of death, slowly began to combine the outward symbols of
Catholicism with their own West African practices of Vodou.

Vodou, long misunderstood as solely a force of black magic, origi-
nated in West Africa. As a religion, it is the worship of animistic spirits or
gods, Iwas in Haitian Creole, for the purpose of meeting the daily de-
mands of living. There is a supreme being in Haitian Vodou recognized as
Bon Dieu, but heavier emphasis is placed on the pantheon of lesser, more
accessible deities that control nature, health, wealth, and happiness. In
Haitian Vodou, gods are manifest through the spirits of ancestors and
must be properly honored in ritualized ceremonies. Unlike the God of
Christianity, Haitian Iwas must be fed, cared for, and entertained. Conse-
quently, Vodou rituals include prayers, drumming, dancing, singing, and
animal sacrifice, all designed to make a spirit feel welcome. It is the pres-
ence of these various Iwas that made it relatively easy for Haitian slaves to
incorporate Catholic imagery into their worship. Because each Iwa is un-
derstood to be a representation of humanity, it was quite easy for Haitian
slaves to equate their gods with the pantheon of saints honored in the
Catholic faith. Thus, Damballah, the serpent god, was visually connected
to Saint Patrick; Erzulie, the love goddess, to the Virgin Mary; and Ogou,
the war god, to Saint Jacques. During Vodou ceremonies, Catholic litho-
graphs of these saints would be posted, leading French colonial masters to
believe that their Haitian slaves were worshipping important figures in
Catholic liturgy.

This piecing together of different mythologies to create an alto-
gether syncretic pattern of living occurred over centuries, with the result
that Vodou in contemporary Haiti cannot be practiced without the sym-
bolic accoutrements of Catholicism and, occasionally, vice versa. In the

18. Contrast Karel Dobbelaere, "bricolage," and Hugo Meynell, "syn-
cretism," Encyclopedia of Religion and Society, edited by William H. Swatos (Wal-
nut Creek, Calif.: AltaMira Press, 1998), 62-63, 506.
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Holy Trinity Cathedral located in downtown Port-au-Prince, interior
murals depict traditional Christian mythology such as the Last Supper
and Resurrection alongside images of Haitian Vodou drums and animal
sacrifice. Furthermore, as Andre Pierre, noted Haitian painter and
Vodou priest, comments: "To be a good practitioner of Vodou, one
must first be a good Catholic." Clearly, what began as ad hoc reli-
gious adaptation, or bricolage, among Haitian slaves has over time be-
come institutionally entrenched and enacted across the country, or in
other words, "syncretic."

On a much smaller scale, contemporary Haitian Mormons are shap-
ing Mormonism to fit their individual needs. In doing so, they are engag-
ing in the everyday expression or "performance" of cultural and religious
identity. But what/how are they performing? I could begin to answer this
question only by traveling to Haiti and immersing myself in the Haitian
Mormon community.

In the Field
I had done preliminary fieldwork in Haiti during December 1995

and August 1997, but during the fall semester of 1998 (sixteen weeks), I
conducted ethnographic fieldwork in and around Port-au-Prince, Haiti, as
part of my dissertation research. I attended Mormon services primarily
in the Petionville Ward (Petionville is a small town just north of
Port-au-Prince), but also in other wards and branches near Port-au-Prince.
I was welcomed into the Petionville Ward with open arms by nearly every
Haitian Mormon I met. Regarding my participation in the surrounding
areas of Port-au-Prince, I conversed with Church leaders and participated
in Church activities with my new friends. Some of them were eager and
willing to discuss their lives with me. Others gave me only a glimpse. It is
largely through the eyes of these people that I came to understand how
Mormonism is performed in Haiti.

I tried very carefully to approach my work in the field from the per-
spective of grounded theory. To be sure, I went to Haiti with a general no-

19. Andre Pierre, interviewed at his home, Croix-des-Missions, Haiti, Au-
gust 23, 1997.

20. Jennifer Huss Basquiat, "Between Eternal Truth and Local Culture:
Performing Mormonism in Haiti" (Ph.D. diss., Claremont Graduate School, Jan-
uary 2001).
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tion of what I wished to study for my Ph.D. dissertation; but as with many
issues pertaining to Haiti, what one wishes to see is not always what is
borne out in reality. In hindsight, I went to Haiti intent on studying the
now-ridiculous notion that people would openly practice Vodou along-
side Mormonism—i.e., that I would see the same kind of syncretic blend-
ing of religious symbolism that Catholicism and Vodou have shared over
centuries. I discovered the reality of Mormon practice and the simulta-
neous allegiance to Vodou by some to be a far subtler endeavor.

Over the course of my study of Haiti and its religious complexi-
ties—which I now understand as a lifelong passion—I have often been
asked, "Why did you choose Haiti?" The truest answer, despite its seem-
ing triteness, is that I didn't choose Haiti. It chose me. Although I had lit-
tle interest in current affairs as a teenager, a news program about the exile
of "Baby Doc" Duvalier that I saw at age fifteen imprinted itself on my
memory. Nearly ten years later, I jumped at the opportunity to serve as an
international election monitor in Haiti's 1995 presidential elections. As
soon as I stepped off the plane, I fell in love with Haiti and planned fu-
ture trips. Most people experience culture shock when they go abroad.
For me, culture shock occurs when I return to the United States. For rea-
sons I cannot rationally explain, I feel as if I am at home when I am in
Haiti. A Vodou priest I met at a ceremony told me it was because I have
the soul of a mambo, or Vodou priestess, a story that remains close to my
heart. It seemed inevitable to choose Haiti for my master's thesis and I
could not pass up the opportunity to continue research in Haiti for my
doctorate, especially when I learned that the LDS Church had recently
started missionary work there. That is how Haiti "chose" me.

When I first visited Petionville Ward, I was besieged by Haitian
Mormons who wanted to talk to me. Where had I come from? Why was I
here? Would I be interested in talking about Utah? Given that I was a
white woman from the United States who had appeared seemingly out of
nowhere in a Haitian Mormon ward, the assumption was made that I was
from Utah. This was not wholly incorrect. When the Haitian Mormons
whom I met discovered that I had been born in Utah, they began a will-
ingly reciprocal relationship with me in which we both invariably took on
the simultaneous roles of ethnographer and informant. The fact that I
hadn't participated in Church services or activities for years despite be-
ing born and raised in the LDS faith didn't enter into our conversations.
Whether I committed a lie of omission is difficult to ascertain. I always
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answered questions faithfully and honestly, but I felt that it was inappro-
priate to question the newfound faith of Haitian Mormons who had
found a way to make Mormonism fit into their lives. They could make
Mormonism work. I could not. Nevertheless, I began a series of conversa-
tions with several members of the Petionville Ward.

The interviews that I conducted were sometimes highly formal but
more often consisted simply of engaging in conversation during Church
activities and weekly meetings. The formal interviews all followed the
same basic format with questions as follows:

When were you baptized?
Why did you want to become Mormon?
Is your family Mormon also?
Is it difficult to be the only member in your family? (if applicable)
What is the most difficult part of Mormonism for you?
What is the thing you like best about the Mormon Church?
Is it difficult to be Haitian and also Mormon?
What do you think about Vodou?
The answers to these questions often served as a sort of template for

future conversations. In all, I conducted roughly twenty-five interviews
with Petionville Ward members. However, it should not be overlooked
that, in addition to these formal interviews which often took place over
lunch at a local cafe or at the guesthouse where I was staying, I also con-
ducted much of my field work through participant observation in a variety
of milieux. I tried to immerse myself in as many activities as possible, rang-
ing from structured Church meetings to recreational activities to com-
pletely unstructured chance encounters on the streets of Petionville. Many
of the informants who participated in formal interviews also spent many
additional (and unstructured) hours talking with me.

Given that I wanted as varied and illustrative a sample of Haitian
Mormonism as possible, it was also important for me to interview local
Church leaders to understand how Mormonism was being presented to

21. For a good review of the nature, objectives, and complexities in
ethnographic field methods, see Carol A. B. Warren, "Ethnography," in Encyclo-
pedia of Sociology, edited by Edgar F. Borgatta and Rhonda ]. V. Montgomery, 2d
ed. (New York: Macmillan Reference USA, 2000), 852-56, esp. p. 855. The valid-
ity and usefulness of ethnographic methodology do not depend on surveys or in-
terviews with large representative samples of a given population.
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Haitian investigators. I conducted formal interviews with two missionar-
ies serving in Haiti (one from Canada, the other from France) and Don-
ald Miller, the mission president, also from Canada. To round out this
picture, I also conducted several interviews with local Haitian missionar-
ies and local ward leaders. In addition to attending services and participat-
ing in activities in Petionville, I attended several functions at the stake
center in Port-au-Prince.

My research is by no means exhaustive. Indeed, no ethnographic ac-
count, by definition, "can ever be complete." Given that literacy rates
in Haiti are only about 50 percent, much of Haitian experience relies by
necessity, not on the written word, but on "embodied" understanding.
An "embodied" understanding has implications beyond such standard so-
cial science concepts as socialization, internalization, and identity con-
struction. As I use "embodied/embodiment" here, the terms emphasize
the physical adaptation and expression of Mormonism, thus stressing the
important difference between the usual American expressions of Mor-
monism, which depend upon intellectualizing and rationalizing a text,
and the Haitian dependence upon such "bodily" expressions as ceremo-
nies, memorized and retold narratives, joking, weeping, and the like.
Mormonism in the United States has all of that too, but not nearly as
much as in Haiti.

Even in the comparatively wealthy area of Petionville where more
Haitians understand French than anywhere else in the country, some of
my informants could still not read the written material provided to them
by the Church. Subsequently, much of my ethnographic work in Haiti re-
volved around an embodied understanding—and thus "performance"—of
Mormonism, not on the specific understanding of scripture. Obviously,
the standard missionary challenge to read the Book of Mormon and learn
the truth it contains falls flat in a country where half the people cannot
read.

Embodied Haitian Mormonism
The cultural performances of Haitian Mormons are not merely the

regurgitation of Mormon missionary lessons, scriptures, and other textual
scripts. Given that "people negotiate meaning in face-to-face interactions

22. Paul Bohannan and Dirk van der Elst, Asking and Listening: Ethnography
as Personal Adaptation (Prospect Heights, 111.: Waveland Press, 1998), 26.
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. . . as embodied social beings" and not necessarily in compliance with
the printed page, how do Haitians Mormons do their recently acquired
faith? In this section, I illustrate the ways in which Haitian Mormons en-
gage in an "embodied" practice of Mormonism, discuss the impacts these
embodied performances have on the Haitian Mormon community, and
argue that Haitian Mormons are shaping themselves through the use of
definitional ceremonies and personalized cosmologies, emerging neither
as purely Haitians nor as purely Mormons, but as something uniquely dif-
ferent.

Joseph Smith and the First Vision

Those familiar with Mormonism's approach to missionary work
know that missionary lessons during the late 1990s were presented in an
explicitly structured and formatted method. Missionaries were trained to
introduce certain concepts at certain times without regard for what
might be their investigators' specific interests. The goal of such a peda-
gogical approach was to explain the acceptable interpretation of scripture
and its connection to larger Mormon ideology. However, this lofty goal
was often not the only one to be reached. Many Haitian Mormons came
to understand the Mormon Church, not through the sterile presentation
of Mormon scripture, but through their own embodied understanding
of it.

Take, for example, the presentation of what were then the first and
fourth missionary lessons, which focused on Joseph Smith's emergence as
a modern prophet and the textual product of his calling—the Book of
Mormon. The ultimate goal of these lessons was to have the investigator
understand the Book of Mormon as scripture and accept Smith's role.
The missionaries first explained that, in answer to Smith's prayer, God
the Father and Jesus Christ appeared and instructed him not to join any
existing church. The Angel Moroni later appeared in response to his
prayer for guidance and instructed him to unearth gold plates that re-
counted the story of ancient peoples in the Americas. This explanation
gave considerable attention to the narrative of how Smith received the an-
gelic message, uncovered the plates, translated them, and produced a writ-
ten text that is the foundation of Mormon belief. For Haitian Mormons

23. M. Jackson, Paths Toward a Clearing: Radical Empiricism and Ethno-
graphic Inquiry (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989), 184.
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and potential members who can read and follow along in their scriptures,
such a textual explanation of Smith—or the fact that the text takes center
stage—is not problematic. However, Haitian members and investigators
who cannot follow along in their texts are often moved by something
more physical and existential: the unexamined role of the body in both
Joseph Smith's First Vision and the coming forth of the Book of
Mormon.

Alex Lamoricie, baptized in 1995, saw Joseph Smith's visions in a re-
markably different way than they are initially presented. While the mis-
sionaries emphasize the finished product (the Book of Mormon), many
Haitian members emphasize their identity with Joseph Smith's experi-
ence. To Alex, "Joseph Smith is like me. He came from humble begin-
nings and was a simple man. He was not an intellect." Alex's emo-
tional and visceral connection to Smith, not the text, is an important dis-
tinction because it bypasses the written word in favor of shared bodily ex-
perience.

By their own admission, Haitians certainly understand the experi-
ence that stems from being poor and uneducated. To share such humble
beginnings with the founding prophet of the Mormon Church is, for
many Haitians, a reminder that God does not require worldly goods as a
prerequisite before showing favor to them. Moreover, casting Smith as
one of their own allows many Haitians to see the Mormon Church as the
product of humble beginnings and not as the corporate empire it has be-
come. Such a realization suggests that even the poorest and uneducated of
Haitians is important in the eyes of God. To a population that has been
historically debased and undervalued, such recognition is certainly a wel-
come change. Perhaps this is why Alex proclaims Joseph Smith to be his
"favorite thing about the Mormon Church."

Haitians identify not only with Smith's humble social station but
also with his experience as seer. Smith's First Vision occurred when he
asked God which church he should join. God the Father and Jesus Christ
appeared to Smith and instructed him to join none of the denominations
available to him. The missionaries I interviewed reported that Haitians

24. Alex Lamoricie, interviewed November 19, 1998, Ife Guesthouse,
Petionville, Haiti.

25. Alex Lamoricie, interviewed November 16, 1998, Ife Guesthouse,
Petionville, Haiti.
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readily accept present-day revelation through visions. Elder Vigliotti, a
French elder who had almost finished his service, described what typically
happens when he taught this concept to Haitian investigators:

You know, when you say he [Joseph Smith] had a vision, . . . what do you
think about that? They say "Well, that's all right, that's good. My friends
just saw God and Jesus Christ last night." In their baptism interview when I
ask them "How do you know the Church is true?" they say, "I got a vision."
I say, "Do you want to share your vision with me?" and they explain that
somebody just came to them and said, "You need to go to this church," or
appeared to them holding the Book of Mormon or just crazy things that
never happen to us.26

Elder Vigliotti's account illustrates two significant points. First, Hai-
tian investigators often claim to have made their baptism decision based
on an embodied experience, not because of the text's veracity. Second, the
missionary characterized having a vision as "crazy," even though Mormon-
ism teaches that Joseph Smith had not one but many visions. Also implicit
in this statement is an aura of moral superiority. For Elder Vigliotti these
visions are suspect, not because they occur, but because they occur to Hai-
tians and not to "us." Unspoken, but clear enough, is the bias that doc-
trinal certitude can bring. As a missionary who has been taught that spiri-
tual confirmations come only in an authorized way, is he not a more reli-
able judge of an authentic vision from the Lord? He does not consider the
possibility that the nonliterate Haitian investigator may be better pre-
pared, not only to receive such a vision, but also to have the intelligence to
both trust and expect that such a vivid bodily experience will occur.

Living Mormon History
This analysis should not imply that Haitian Mormons are ignorant

of Mormon text; ironically, they often know the scriptural stories and
characters better than their Western counterparts. Nevertheless, in Haiti
what was originally formal scripture becomes oral history with historical
Mormon characters becoming ancestral embodiments of contemporary
Haitians. During one of my first sacrament meetings in the field, each of
the speakers made clear references to Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and
other Mormon prophets. They didn't read such references from a book or

26. Elder Vigliotti, interviewed at the mission office, Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
October 27, 1998. President Miller arranged these interviews. Audiocassettes
and transcribed notes in my possession.
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from notes they had written, but instead referred to these figures as
27though they were personal ancestors.

Casting historical Mormon figures in an ancestor's role occurs fre-
quently among Haitian members. Alex states: "When I was called to go on
a mission, I didn't want to face it. Then I remembered Jonah and I knew if
he could do it then I could too. We can learn a lot from our prophets. For
me, Alma is important because he is like a father to me. My own father is
dead so I learn from Alma." Thus, Alex draws personal applications
for his own life from the lives of these prophets, regardless of individual
cultural differences. Montina uses Brigham Young in much the same way:
"Brigham Young was like me because he, too, was looking for the perfect
place to call home. I think of Mormonism and I think 'This is the
place.'" In addition, Neal, a young father of three and recent convert
to Mormonism, states, "Now I am like Joseph Smith. I have a testi-
mony.

Andrise, the most recent Petionville convert to the Mormon Church
during my stay in Haiti, also illustrates this desire to incorporate historical
figures into daily life. Unable to read any language, Andrise has memo-
rized nearly all of the hymns that are regularly sung during Sunday ser-
vices. Her favorite is "Joseph Smith's First Prayer," she says, because she re-
lates to a poor, uneducated farmboy.

Such a characteristic indicates the process of bricolage in which Hai-
tian Mormons piece together aspects of Church history that help to ex-
plain themselves (or at least their new history). Barbara Myerhoff, in her
work with a community of elderly Jews in Southern California, notes that
religious communities often take up "odds and ends, fragments offered
up by chance of the environment—almost anything will do," incorporat-

27. Sacrament meeting notes, September 20, 1998, Petionville Ward.
28. Lamoriciere, interviewed November 19, 1998.
29. Michelet, interviewed October 2, 1998, Ife Guesthouse, Petionville,

Haiti.
30. Neal (last name withheld), interviewed November 28,1998, Moulin sur

Mer, Haiti.
31. Andrise (last name withheld), interviewed November 1, 1998, after sac-

rament meeting at the Petionville Ward.
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ing them "into a tale . . . to explain themselves and their world." By
crafting personal histories that include historical Mormon figures, Hai-
tian Mormons are in a very real way reinventing their cultural identities by
casting themselves as active players in a historical tradition that, before
baptism, seemed far removed from Haitian experience.

Treating historical Mormon stories and figures as part of a larger
oral tradition is a marked departure from the way these same accounts are
understood in the West. This departure calls attention to the particu-
lar way in which Haitian Mormons make Mormon history their own.
Here Mormon scriptures and stories are not simply read and forgotten,
only to be textually referenced again when memory fades. Many of the
Mormon fold in Haiti cannot read, and even literate members in
Petionville opt for a more embodied, and thus personal, understanding of
Mormonism. Doctrinal details matter little to Haitian Mormons; rather,
it is the personal adaptation of these stories to their individual lives that
carry real authority. For Haitian Mormons these stories are not about dis-
tant characters. They are the tales of personal, living ancestors, ancestors
to be proud of and ancestors to emulate.

Definitional Ceremonies

Mormons, no matter in what corner of the world they practice, work
hard to cultivate a strong sense of local, regional, and global community.
In Haiti this reality acquires special significance because, for many Hai-
tian members, the people they regularly see at Church meetings and activ-
ities constitute a shared sense of family that is often lacking in Haitian so-
ciety at large. Unlike the continents of South America and Africa where
nuclear or extended families often convert together, in Haiti the majority
of Church members are young, single men. Donald Miller, the mission
president, comments: "The ages of the people joining the Church are very

32. Barbara Myerhoff, Number Our Days (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1978), 10.

33. Here I mean the ontological West, which gives primacy to the written
rather than the spoken word. From this perspective, Haiti is "non-western," since,
even though Haitians achieve the same goal of "liken[ing] all scriptures unto us"
(1 Ne. 19:23), they do so almost exclusively through the oral tradition and are not
bound to the sterility of the printed page. Another characteristic of an oral culture
is that it is inescapably communal, while much scripture study by Western Mor-
mons is individual.
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reflective of the country. We have a lot of young men, of young adults,
which is a surprise to me. In most developing areas of the Church, the
women join the Church and their families follow; but here there's lots of
men joining the Church. The reflection of who is joining the Church fol-
lows the demographics of the country. There are very few normal families
functioning in the country."

Despite the ethnocentric tone apparent in Miller's understanding
of what constitutes "normal," comparatively fewer families in Haiti have
traditional nuclear or even extended family structures. Thus, new mem-
bers in Haiti most often make the decision to be baptized on their own,
without familial support. Montina remarks that "at my baptism, only the
missionaries came."

Billy, Sandy, Andrise, Jimmy, Charles, and Alex had virtually the
same experience. All of these new Haitian Mormons made the deci-
sion to join the Church alone and without family support. Given the of-
ten direct disapproval these members feel from both friends and family
members, constructing a safe homeplace where members can define (and
redefine) their newfound religious identities assumes the utmost im-
portance.

For Haitian Mormons, this homeplace is constructed within the
framework of definitional ceremonies which, simply put, are ways for peo-
ple to develop "their collective identity, their interpretation of the world,
themselves, and their values." Through these ceremonies, Haitian
Mormons "renew their commitment to their belief, their ties to each
other, and clarify their understanding of their identity by having once

TO

more performed it." ' For the Haitian Mormons I observed, this process
began at the most local of levels, the Petionville Ward itself.
Fast and Testimony Meeting

On the first Sunday of each month, sacrament meeting becomes fast
and testimony meeting. Instead of the regular program consisting of

34. President Donald Miller, interviewed October 21,1998, mission office,
Port-au-Prince, Haiti.

35. Michelet, interviewed October 14, 1998.
36. See "Sacrament Meeting Notes," September 1-December 1, 1998,

Petionville Ward.
37. Myerhoff, Number Our Days, 32.
38. Ibid., 150.
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speakers who have been previously assigned and thus have had time to
prepare, the only speakers during fast and testimony meeting are mem-
bers of the congregation who spontaneously volunteer remarks. During
this time, most of those who speak share their personal stories of experi-
ences and insights that have strengthened their belief. Given this type of
self-disclosure, this meeting is usually fraught with emotion, with mem-
bers both weeping and laughing within a matter of moments.

This type of meeting carries specific significance in Haiti.
Nonliterate members who are not often requested to present talks during
sacrament meeting regularly have an opportunity to speak. Because the
sharing of testimonies is purely an oral and often emotional activity, it is
the body that takes center stage. Unlike assigned speakers, speakers at fast
and testimony meeting are not expected to refer to scripture or consult
notes; rather, they are expected to share how they feel. Due to this empha-
sis on bodily emotions rather than calculated thoughts, Haitian Mormons
clamor for a chance to tell their stories. This is a marked difference from
my twenty years of attending testimony meetings in southern California
wards where it was very common for several minutes to pass in silence be-
tween speakers. In Haiti, however, the bishop of the Petionville Ward had
to interrupt the flow of testimonies because he saw the long line behind
the podium and knew that, given the time restraints of the meeting, no
one else could possibly be heard. Moreover, on Fast Sundays Haitian Mor-
mons packed the Petionville building, filling every pew, something that
did not occur at any other time during my project.

Through the personal disclosure that occurs during a fast and testi-
mony meeting, the Haitian Mormon community grows closer and com-
munity ties are strengthened. Although many members may have joined
the Church on their own without family approval, these meetings serve to
bond together what can be seen as disparate members. In a very real way,
members of the Petionville Ward can be seen (and learn to see each other)
as family.

Another significant characteristic of fast and testimony meeting at
the Petionville Ward in Haiti is the language that is spoken during the ser-
vice. Although scriptures, manuals, and hymnbooks are all printed in
French, it is largely Haitian Creole that is spoken during Mormon ser-
vices. Given Haiti's social and economic disparities among its own peo-
ple, this reality bears further investigation. Only educated citizens in Haiti
have been taught to read and understand the French language. Con-
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versely, everyone can speak and understand Haitian Creole. Instead of
privileging the text, Haitian Mormons are privileging the spoken and un-
derstood word. Performances that are spoken (not merely read) by individ-
ual members and subsequently heard by the larger congregation are
trusted over the printed page. Truth is found not in the rigid, fixed form
of scripture; rather, it is discovered in the embodied performances of both
personal and collective narratives.

During the two fast and testimony meetings I attended in
Petionville, many Petionville members spoke of their personal struggle to
abstain from both food and drink until evening. One member com-
mented, "When I first started to fast I originally thought 'I can't do it,' but
I prayed to Heavenly Father and was able to succeed. Sacrifice is impor-
tant. We need it to grow closer to God."

Another common theme was expressing belief in Mormon teach-
ings and leaders. Nearly half of the Petionville members who volunteered
to share their testimony made specific reference to Joseph Smith. Nearly
all who mentioned Smith also expressed profuse gratitude to him for hav-
ing the desire to know the truth. One member went as far as to say, "If it
were not for Joseph Smith and his belief and trust in God, I would be lost
today." Others echoed this sentiment, asserting that the Mormon Church
was the best church on earth because of its apparent lack of hypocrisy. Fur-
ther, underlying virtually every speaker's words was the concept of faith in
all things because "through faith, we can overcome anything."

Family Home Evening

Customarily in the LDS community, family home evening occurs
on Monday night in the homes of individual members. Monday night is
chosen because, churchwide, no official meetings are scheduled for that
evening. Traditionally, as depicted in both illustrations and texts of offi-
cial Church publications, family means a nuclear family consisting of a
priesthood holder/father, child-rearer/mother, and several children.
While there are no formal guidelines that dictate what should occur at
family home evenings, a generally accepted practice is for the family to
have some sort of spiritual lesson or discussion, often drawn from a man-
ual or resource book designed for that purpose, followed by a more secular

39. "Fast and Testimony Meeting Notes," November 1, 1998, Petionville
Ward. The following reports of testimonies are from these notes.
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activity. Family home evening does not typically include other members of
the ward and is almost always conducted in the family's home.

In Haiti family home evening is practiced much differently. Given
that few members of the Petionville Ward are members of a traditional
family, let alone a traditional Mormon family, Church leaders have en-
couraged holding the Soiree de Famille (family night) at the meetinghouse.
At this ward-sponsored family home evening, all who are interested are in-
vited to attend. I observed weekly family home evening meetings in No-
vember 1998. These gatherings were held on Tuesday night, allowing
both the mood and attire of the Haitian members to be more casual than
during Sunday meetings. For many of them, family home evening does
not have a "family" component but is just another means of connecting
with others who share both beliefs and experiences.

The four soirees that I observed followed a standard format: an open-
ing hymn, an opening prayer, a spiritual lesson, a closing prayer, and an in-
formal activity. Lesson topics ranged from "following gospel principles," to
"obedience in the Lord," to "managing family finances." Sunday lessons
were typically delivered in a lecture format, with those attending seated in
rows and being expected to quietly absorb the message. In contrast, at fam-
ily home evening, discussion and dialogue occurred, facilitated by chairs ar-
ranged in a circle. Interruptions were not only common; they were wel-
comed and seen as a necessary tool to move the discussion along. During
most of my experience at family home evenings, nearly everyone who at-
tended participated by either posing a specific question or making a com-
ment. Clearly, the Haitian members who attended these meetings came to
participate in community, not just to fulfill a religious obligation.

Once the formal portion of the evening was concluded the secular
activity began, most often a simple social hour. Haitian members became
even more relaxed and began to share interesting and humorous experi-
ences that had occurred during the previous week. One practice in partic-
ular that seemed to occur after every family home evening lesson was tell-
ing jokes. The atmosphere became almost rowdy in comparison to the
more decorous behavior during the lesson. Members egged each other on
to tell stories and jokes, and the storytellers themselves stood in the center
of the circle for their performance. These performances ranged from sim-
ple stories to jokes to spiritual riddles. On one occasion, Brother Viellard,

40. "Soiree de Famille Notes," November 1998, Petionville Ward.
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a ward member, stumped the group with a spiritual riddle that asked Hai'
tian members to answer his question with the correct scriptural reference.
Even though he offered 10 gourde (roughly 55 cents U.S.) to the person
who could answer correctly, no one in the audience could meet the chal-
lenge (presumably because not every member present could read). Still
the atmosphere remained jovial.

More common than the occasional challenge thrown out by
Brother Viellard was telling jokes. During this process, one member
would tell a joke and then invite someone else to tell another. The pace
of this process was furious, no one was exempt from the challenge (even
me), and I never saw anyone refuse to participate. The joke-telling ses-
sion certainly created a close-knit atmosphere for those who chose to ac-
tively participate. During my month of observations, one joke was re-
quested by name at every social function, an unusual fact that reminded
the participants that leaving Haiti's hardships was a fantasy, though a
common one. At all four family home evenings I attended, someone
during the social hour would ask Sandy, age nineteen and the Petionville
Ward clerk, to tell his joke about the American flag. The joke goes some-
thing like this:

A young Haitian man goes to the American consulate in preparation to re-
ceive his American visa. He is asked a barrage of questions regarding Amer-
ican culture and history. He answers every question correctly and is feeling
really good. Then the last question comes: "What are the colors of the
American flag?" He pulls open his waistband and looks at his underwear
which is a replica of the American flag. "Red, white and blue," he proudly
says and receives his visa. He goes home and tells his friend all about his ad-
venture. His friend, who is going for his visa the next day, asks if the ques-
tions are very difficult. "Not too bad," replies his friend, "but here, you
better wear these," at which time he takes off his underwear and hands
them to his friend. The next day the friend is being interrogated and doing
well in all his answers. Then the last question is asked, "What are the colors
of the American flag?" The friend begins to panic until he remembers his
underwear. Then he peers down at his open waistband and proudly an-
swers, "100 percent cotton!"42

While this joke is arguably not very funny, its content is more sig-
nificant than the possible humor embedded within it, particularly be-

41. Ibid., November 10, 1998.
42. Ibid., November 24, 1998.
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cause it serves to further bind the community together. It achieves this
end in two significant respects; first, this joke places the immediate com-
munity in the here and now, juxtaposed against those seeking to leave
Haiti; and second, it shows Haitians who are seeking an American visa
as not particularly bright. In the former, the telling (and retelling) of this
joke allows Haitian Mormons to "reiterate their collective and personal
identities, to arouse great emotion and energy, which is then redirected
toward some commonalities, some deep symbols, and stable stated
norms." Because this joke is so commonly requested by Haitian Mor-
mons in Petionville, it serves as a ritual, a definitional ceremony of sorts,
that inevitably reminds each member that he or she belongs to a stable
community that seeks not to leave Haiti, but to stay and share kinship.
By casting Haitians who seek American visas as apparently lacking intel-
ligence, this joke manages to pass judgment on others while simulta-
neously praising the immediate community created by Haitian Mor-
mons in Petionville.

General Conference

If Sunday Church meetings and weekly get-togethers like family
home evening represent definitional ceremonies that occur within the lo-
cal framework of the Petionville Ward, then the semi-annual general con-
ference exemplifies the creation of a global homeplace in which local iden-
tity merges with a universal identity. By attending the satellite broadcast of
conference, Haitian Mormons participate in a definitional ceremony that
connects them to Mormons across the world, beyond those within their
immediate community.

Like every other Mormon stake worldwide, the stake center in
Port-au-Prince (which houses the Centrale Ward) has a satellite dish over
which it receives official transmissions, among the most important of
which are general conferences. Port-au-Prince Stake receives this confer-
ence in English, French, and Haitian Creole. To foster greater under-
standing, the transmission is beamed into separate language rooms. The
smallest of the rooms is set aside for English speakers consisting primarily
of missionaries, mission authorities, and visiting English-speaking mem-
bers. The largest room is the chapel, containing at least thirty full-length
pews; here Haitian Creole speakers gather, with French speakers in an-

43. Myerhoff, 'Number Our Days, 185.
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other room. In front of each of the rooms is either a large television set or
movie screen on which the transmission images appear. Both the Haitian
Creole and French language rooms have the translations piped in over a
loudspeaker system in coordination with the speaker on the screen, while
the English room receives the direct feed.

During the October 1998 general conference, which I observed,
Haitian members of the Church turned out en masse. All of the rooms
were filled to capacity and often overflowing, with the exception of the
less crowded room for English speakers. Since this is arguably the only
time Haitian members have a direct link to the prophet, such attendance
is not surprising. Montina states, "When I see the prophet on television it
is like he is here in Haiti. If we believe in him then we will see mira-
cles." Indeed, President Gordon B. Hinckley's appearance in Haiti
(through the medium of television) reminds many Haitians that they are
part of a global community. Regardless of what may happen daily in Haiti,
each Haitian Mormon can boast of a greater connection to the outside
world. Because many Haitian Mormons believe they are "Mormon first,
Haitian second," this link to something larger than themselves and seem-
ingly as far away as Salt Lake City carries particular significance. In the
realm of Mormonism, not only are they treated as part of a larger commu-
nity, they belong.

Not to be overlooked is the fact that general conference is an oral
event. Scriptures are not required for the members and text is not framed
as primary, even though the scriptures that the speakers quote are fre-
quently posted on the screen. In addition, because the messages of the
General Authorities receive simultaneous translation, they appear to be
speaking directly to Haitian members. Hearing Mormon doctrine from
Church leaders in Haiti's native tongue is an experience that many mem-
bers do not readily forget. Montina continues, "When I hear President
Hinckley speaking in Creole my heart is full. It is like he is speaking di-
rectly to me." With the Mormon prophet seeming to actually speak in
Haitian Creole, the image of solidarity is firmly created and the benefits of
belonging to a global community become further entrenched. In this
room, Haitian Mormons are not exiles living on the borders of Mormon

44. Montina Michelet, interviewed October 4, 1998, before and after the
general conference broadcast, Port-au-Prince Stake Center.

45. Ibid.
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experience; rather they are full-fledged members of the Church, worthy of
the prophet's attention.

Personal Cosmologies and Mormon Vodouists

As these various activities and practices witness, it becomes obvious
that embodied Mormonism can not only negotiate a small space in which
it can be performed by Haitian Mormons, but it can also thrive through
its own process of both redefining and reinventing itself. Furthermore,
embodied Mormonism provides another benefit to its Haitian members:
the ability to create personal cosmologies within the general framework of
Mormonism. Simply argued, Haitian Mormons, acting as bricoleurs, lift
patches of Mormonism's tapestry and sew these individual scraps to-
gether with other experiences to produce something personal and unique
to the user. What is perhaps most remarkable is that they have found
space within the practice of Mormonism to do so.

Despite the Mormon Church's heavy reliance on text, mission au-
thorities in Haiti, at least while I was there, had no formal policy outlining
opposition to the practice of Vodou. This apparent tolerance is in stark
contrast to the policies of most other Protestant churches and missionary
efforts in Haiti. Still, the question remains: If a person chooses to join the
Mormon Church, then why does the issue of Vodou matter? Simply put,
because Haitians, Mormon or not, still practice it.

Vodou has long been misunderstood as the practice of black magic.
This belief is incorrect, even though supplying a correct definition is not
the focus of this article. Vodou enjoys a significant place in the annals of
Haitian history. Given its close ties to the fight for Haitian independence
and the subsequent nation it helped to create, Vodou is very much a cul-
tural and political influence. Although some may shrug off its importance
and deny their personal participation, to be Haitian is, to some extent, to
be a practitioner of Vodou.

Haitian Mormons, despite their faith in the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, often find themselves seeking the help and guidance
of a houngan or Vodou priest. This reliance on more than one cosmology
is not seen as oppositional, but complementary, again illustrating the skill
many Haitians have in piecing together seemingly incongruous material.
Elder Christensen, Elder Vigliotti's companion, bemoaned the fact that
Haitian Mormons "have no problem understanding that the Church is
the only true church, but [claim] that there are just other true churches,
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too. You can ask them if they believe this is the only true church and they
say 4yes-' But then you ask them if other churches are true and they say
'yes.' It doesn't make a lot of sense." What makes little sense to Mor-
mon missionaries makes perfect sense to many Haitian members. Why
would a person rely on only one religious system or cosmology when mul-
tiple mythologies are available, especially when one of the possibilities is
the culturally significant practice of Vodou?

Even as a Haitian Mormon, Montina is adamant that "tous les Hait-
iens practiquent Vodou (all Haitians practice Vodou)." I followed up
promptly:

Jennifer: Even Haitian Mormons?
Montina (after a lengthy pause): Oh mon Dieu! Do you really want

me to tell you the truth?
Jennifer: Yes.
Montina: Do you really want to know?
Jennifer: Yes.
Montina: Yes, all Haitians practice Vodou, even Mormons. This

happens because the houngans were the first doctors, and it was the
houngans that cured the sick. Then with the occupation of the American
troops came Western medicine. But now when a person gets sick they go
back to their country, their culture. But if you ask someone if they prac-
tice Vodou, of course, they're going to say no because it's seen as a bad
thing, but the culture is Vodou and they are practicing it, even if they
won't admit it.

Jennifer: So do you practice Vodou, Montina?
Montina: Me? No, no, no, I don't practice it; but if I say I don't

practice Vodou, I'm lying because I'm Haitian and every Haitian prac-
tices.

Jennifer: So are you going to the Guede Fete [the November
Vodou feast held in celebration of Guede, the Haitian god of the dead]?

46. Elder Christensen, interviewed September 27, 1998, mission office,
Port-au-Prince.

47. Montina Michelet, interviewed October 7, 1998, Ife Guesthouse,
Petionville, Haiti.
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Montina (smiling): For my research, I have a custom to go.
Despite Montina's claim that he practices Vodou simply to satisfy re-

search interests, he certainly illustrates the common Haitian behavior of
simultaneously denying and supporting Vodou. The significance of this
realization is not that Haitians practice Vodou, but that they practice it in
conjunction with other religious traditions—in Montina's case, Mormon-
ism. As one Haitian member states, "I believe in the gospel, not in reli-
gion." Remarkably, it is the surprisingly quiet stance of the mission
policy regarding Vodou that makes room for Haitians to practice it if they
so desire.

Not only do mission leaders in Haiti lack a written policy regarding
Vodou, they also lack a clearly articulated oral policy. Elder Vigliotti
stated, "We know Vodou is here, but we don't talk about it. I can tell you
that I know members of the Church who as soon as they have a problem
they just go to a houngan, but we don't confront them." Elder
Christensen agreed. Similarly, the mission president told me, "We know
it occurs and the people believe, but we don't openly address the is-
sue." When pressed to answer if the Mormon Church has essentially
adopted a "don't ask, don't tell" policy regarding its Haitian members
and the practice of Vodou, Miller admitted, "Yes, that would be cor-
rect."

The presence of Vodou in conjunction with the LDS faith pro-
vides particularly strong evidence of the religious bricolage that occurs
among Haitian Mormons. During my stay in Haiti, several members of
the Petionville Ward alluded to their own beliefs and practices in
Vodou. They kept altars for Vodou worship in their homes consisting of
small spaces devoted to particular lwas, upon which they would place the
Iwas's favorite foods, colors, images, and even monetary offerings. The
members might attend Saturday evening Vodou ceremonies in which
particular Iwas were courted and of which possession was a desired out-
come. They might also consult with neighborhood houngans for spiritual
or secular guidance as well as for homeopathic remedies for common ail-

48. Ibid.
49. Name withheld, interviewed October 25, 1998, Petionville Ward.
50. Elder Vigliotti, interviewed September 27, 1998.
51. President Donald Miller, interviewed October 21,1998, mission office,

Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
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ments. Typically, these Haitian Mormons maintained that their alle-
giance to Vodou did not undercut their faith in the Mormon
Church. They professed a strong belief in Mormonism and saw the
inclusion of Vodou, not as oppositional, but as complementary. In
terms of shaping their own cosmologies, Haitian Mormons select ideas
and beliefs from both Mormonism and Vodou to create what they con-
sider a better design for living.

Because Mormonism is a lived religion and not merely experi-
enced on Sunday through scriptural references, Haitian members of the
Church, like Mormons elsewhere, can carve out space in which the text
is cast in a role secondary to the body. Through the construction of defi-
nitional ceremonies and acting as bricoleurs, Haitian Mormons can cre-
ate for themselves culturally appropriate visions of Mormonism, even
though some elements may be in opposition to Church authorities' de-
sires.

Conclusion
The foregoing discussion generates questions for further explora-

tion. To what extent are the experiences of Haitian Mormons unique to
Haiti? Don't other countries and cultures, particularly those with illiterate
societies, adapt their practice of Mormonism in similar ways? Even more
important, how much bricolage can and will Church leaders tolerate be-
fore they classify such behavior as incompatible with Church doctrine and
membership? Without some assertion of formal Church control over the
accumulating bricolage, it might eventually lead to an institutionalized
syncretism between the two.

While Haitian Mormons are certainly carving out unique
performative spaces in regard to their religious and cultural identity, to
what extent is their performance unique to Mormonism? In other words,
is the way Haitians do their Mormonism similar to Mormon practices in
other developing nations? Undeniably, similarities will exist across na-
tional boundaries. Indeed, individuals everywhere act as bricoleurs, piec-
ing together personal religious tapestries that best suit their particular
needs. Further, it follows that actual Mormon practice and doctrine will

52. Each of the members I spoke to regarding Vodou (with the notable ex-
ception of Montina) asked that I not use their names. See field notes, Septem-
ber-December 1998, Petionville and Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
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bend to some degree, allowing small pockets of indigenous Mormonism
to flourish, whether those communities are found in Haiti or in any
other developing nation. Most notable is the subtle way that family is re-
defined to encompass a larger community in which Mormon nuclear
families are rare.

Mormonism's adaptability to embodied experience has practical ap-
plication in other Caribbean, South American, and African nations in
which formal education is neither guaranteed nor practical. I imagine it
would be quite common to see Joseph Smith and his First Vision emerge
as popular and recognizable icons for Mormons who find a poor, unedu-
cated farmboy a familiar figure. Unfortunately, there has been scant an-
thropological work on this subject. Further, in these same societies in
which oral tradition is favored over the written word, the bodily perfor-
mance of Mormonism would understandably follow. In short, it is not the
experience of embodied Mormonism and its performance that makes
Haitian Mormonism unique.

What remains exceptional about the Haitian experience is its min-
gling of Mormonism and Vodou, a religious practice that is inextricably
embedded in the national character, yet which still carries the stigma of il-
legitimacy. For most Haitians, to be Haitian is to practice Vodou. Given
that Mormonism lacks a clear and enforced policy regarding the practice
of this religion, many Haitian Mormons have incorporated their new
faith into their preexisting cultural identities as vodouists. It cannot be de-
nied that Mormonism, in part, allows for this creation. Such a reality
raises the question: How creative will Mormon leaders allow their Haitian
members to be? Since Mormonism, much like Catholicism before it, is a
religion attempting to exert centralized control over doctrine and prac-
tice, how far can Haitian bricoleurs alter the practice of Mormonism before
Church leaders brand their behavior heretical? From my professional per-
spective, for Mormonism to thrive in Haiti, a continued "don't ask, don't
tell" policy seems most productive. Perhaps such an approach sounds irre-
sponsible; but if history teaches any lesson, Vodou cannot (and should
not) be entirely erased, nor can Haitian Mormons readily become
Vodou-free any more than American Mormons can be made entirely free
of the pagan-influenced celebrations of Halloween, Christmas trees,
Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny, or even astrology.

In 1685, under French colonial law, King Louis XIV ordered that
missionaries be "sent to St. Domingue [colonial Haiti], to inspire faith in
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the true God in the Africans, to take away their old idolatry, and to make
them persevering until death in the Christian religion." Further, this
desire insinuated itself into colonial life with the inception of the Code
Noir, a document requiring every Haitian to be baptized Catholic, thus en-
suring Catholicism's place as the only legal and socially recognized reli-
gion in Haiti. Yet, as expected, Haitians continued to practice Vodou, us-
ing the symbols and accoutrements of Catholicism to cloak their
behavior.

Understandably, the Vatican was not pleased with this syncretic
blending and, after Haiti emerged as a sovereign nation in 1804, sought to
reaffirm its power by instituting the Concordat of 1860. This document
branded the practice of Vodou as illegal and appointed an archbishop to
oversee renewed missionary efforts in Haiti. Both clergy and government
officials set to work to rebuild the Catholic empire, in part, by policing
and punishing the practice of Vodou. However, the most notorious at-
tempt of the Catholic Church to rid Haiti forever of Vodou and simulta-
neously to bring Haitian Catholicism back in line with Vatican doctrine
came in 1941 with Operation Nettoyage (Operation Cleanup). It consisted
of "burning and destroying hundreds oiounfos [Vodou temples] and ritual
paraphernalia throughout the country."

At the height of this campaign, the Church imposed an oath upon
its members, which required them to "renounce their superstitious prac-
tices," to abandon the practice of "feeding" and coercing ancestral spirits,
and promise "to renew their baptismal vows," be fruitful members of the
church, and to raise their children exclusively according to the strict teach-
ings of the Catholic Church. Because the entire nation was Catholic,
everyone was required to take this oath. Several bloody incidents of resis-
tance followed until the Catholic Church, under advisement from Hai-
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tian president Elie Lescot, abandoned the campaign, leaving Vodou to be
forever entangled in Catholicism. Moreover, since the 1980s, with a
worldwide explosion in Protestant conversion,

the [Catholic] Church has begun to experiment with accepting culturally
diverse innovations of the High Mass[;] for example, throughout Latin
America, the Church has endorsed initiatives of the part of the black clergy
to perform "Afro Masses" which incorporate elements of Afro-derived
dances, music, instruments, dress cosmologies and food. In Haiti, the
Church publicly praises Voodoo artists and even employs them. The same
drums that are played during Voodoo ceremonies are now permitted in
some parish churches.56

Certainly the Mormon Church has approached missionary work in
Haiti in a much different fashion. First, it entered the Haitian landscape
at a time when freedom of religion was guaranteed to all Haitian citi-
zens. Then on April 4, 2003, then-Haitian President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide issued a decree granting Vodou the status of an officially recog-
nized state religion. It is in this environment of unprecedented reli-
gious freedom that Haitian Mormons have chosen and continue to
choose to become Mormon. Second, as I have illustrated previously,
the Mormon Church lacks a clearly articulated or enforced policy against
Vodou. The assumption seems to be that Haitian members of the Church

56. Doris Chernik, "Introduction to the Republic of Haiti," in Orphans In-
ternational Haiti, copyright 2001, revised February 20, 2004, retrieved February
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"simply know better." However, given the widely held Mormon belief
that although "the 'symbolic vehicles' of the various world religions 'can
provide valid functions and services' for those who believe in them, in or-
der to conform to 'the celestial order of things' members must in time be
adapted to meet the principles of truth," the Catholic experience in
Haiti may be a cautionary tale. Some Haitian Mormons will always prac-
tice Vodou. That is their "celestial order of things."

Given the understood presence of Vodou in Haitian cultural iden-
tity, it seems to be in the Church's best interest to understand the reli-
gion of the Haitians they wish to convert. Certainly much effort is given
to studying foreign languages so that missionaries can more clearly com-
municate with those interested in Mormonism, but should all effort end
there? Indeed, Joseph Smith argued that "every man shall hear the
fulness of the gospel in his own tongue, and in his own language," but
what does such a statement imply? Palmer and Keller offer an interpreta-
tion that could remarkably strengthen how the Church conducts mis-
sionary work: "There may be a key here that draws a distinction between
a 'tongue' (language) and a 'language' (way of thinking, religion). The
non-Christian nations of the earth are to be taught in their own tongues
in the context of their own ways of expression and thought. But in order
to be fully prepared to carry the gospel message effectively to all nations,
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we must first study and learn both the 'tongues' and the religions of these
i »63peoples.
However accurate this interpretation might be (and I find it signify

cant), the prevailing belief among Church leaders holds that exposure to
foreign religious practice may erode the faith of young men and women
serving abroad. Elder Christensen explained, with Elder Vigliotti's non-
verbal confirmation, that they were instructed during their weeks of lan-
guage training at the Missionary Training Center, "Just don't get into it
[Vodou] and don't try to figure out what it is." Miller confirmed a pol-
icy of avoiding any discussion of, or interest in, Vodou: "When missionar-
ies become involved in diabolical things, Satan has power over the mis-
sionaries. So it [Vodou] is off limits." ' Such a characterization of Vodou
as satanic seems unnecessary and incorrect, not only historically but also
because it could foster an attitude of superiority and moral repugnance
ill-suited for religious conversion.

However, it cannot be overlooked that the possible erosion of faith
may be of some concern simply because many religions have similarities in
both doctrine and practice that can often surprise the uninitiated. Even
within the seemingly odd pairing of Mormonism and Vodou, similarities
exist. In fact, by virtue of its emphasis upon testimony and other gifts of
the Spirit, Mormonism seems to have more in common with Vodou than
any other Christian religion.

However, Church leaders should have more confidence in the
strength of their missionaries' faith. They should realize that missionaries
who understand the current faith of the Haitians they wish to convert are
not being seduced by "satanic" practices; rather, they are building a bridge
of mutual respect that can only foster greater interest in the Church.
Vodou and Mormonism do not need to be at odds with one another.
Many Haitian Mormons see them as complementary and not at all
oppositional. Perhaps Montina, one of the most faithful Mormons I en-

63. Palmer and Keller, Religions of the World, 10.
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countered during my stay in Haiti, says it best: "Me, I'm a Mormon and I
love Mormonism, but I also respect the culture of my people. We must not
forget that Vodou is a good thing." What remains to be seen is whether
the Mormon Church can reconcile itself to this fact.

67. Michelet, interviewed October 2, 1998.
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